ABSTRACT. The 
1.-INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS.
As a tentative of unifying the concepts of complex and anti-invariant submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold, A. BEJANCU, [1] , has introduced the notion of Cauchy-Riemann (C.R.) submanifold. This has soon proved to possess a largely rich number of geometrical properties; e.g. by a result of D.E.BLAIR & B. Y.CHEN, [2] , any C.R. submanifold of a Hermitian manifold is a Cauchy-Riemann manifold, in the sense of A.ANDREOTTI & C.D.HILL, [3] .
Let M 2n+ be a real (2n+s)-dimensional manifold carrying a metrical f-structure (.f ., /., ), 1 a s, with complemented frames, cf. [4] . [5] , L.ORNEA, [6] . Since f-structures are known to generalize both almost complex (s =0) structures and almost contact (s--1) structures, the notion of framed C.R. submanifold containes those of a C.R. submanifold (see e.g. [7] , p.83) of an almost Hermitian manifold and of a 300 L.M. ABATANGELO AND S. DRAGOMIR contact C.R. submanifold (see e.g. [7] , p.48) of an almost contact metrical manifold.
Let r H2*/-cP* be the generalized Hopf fibration, as given by D.E.BLAIR, [8] . Leaving definitions momentarily aside we may formulate the following: THEOREM A i) Let N be a framed C.R. submanifold of an -manifold M2n+'. Then the f-anti-invariant distribution .1. of N is completely integrable.
ii) Any framed C.R. submanifold of H2.+, (carrying the standard -structure) is either a C.R. submanifold (s even) or a contact C.R. submanifold (s odd).
The converse holds.
iii) Let N be an f-invariant (i.e. .1. (0) (M, g) and (N, G), respectively. Let B (resp. h) be the second fundamental form of (resp. j) and denote by A (resp. [21] , p. 183). At this point we may establish i) of the,or. A. Let X, V be respectively a tangent vector field on N and a cross-section in T(N) "1" -> N. We set P X tan(f X), F X nor(f V) and f V nor( V). The following identities hold as direct consequences of definitions: p2 + tF =-I + q, (R) ', FP + fF --0, Pt + tf--0, 2) Due to (3.4) there is a certain similarity between manifolds and locally conformal Kaehler manifolds, cf. P.LIBERMANN, [26] . See also [12] . For instance, we may use the ideas in [2] (of. also theor. 3.4 of [7] , p.89) to give an other proof of the integrability of the f-anti-invariant distribution of a framed C.R. submanifold. Indeed, let N be a framed C.R. submanifold of H2+', seven. Let X E , Z,W E .1.. By (3.4) 
